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Traveling around Ireland one may occasionally
see Hawthorn trees covered in strips of cloth
knotted to their twigs and branches. Known
as a Rag Tree1, the rags signify votive offerings
to cure illness. Explore further and one may
find a Holy Well2 nearby. According to folklore
Holy Wells are wells that contain healing waters. The connection between the Rag Tree and
the Holy Well are a curious feature of Ireland’s
Traveler population—a tightly knit, ancient
nomadic indigenous Irish subculture.
Eamon Colman’s exhibition relates these cloth
scraps to fragments of time perceived in memory and memorialized on the heavily laden Rag
Tree. The tied scraps are reminders of beloved
family and friends, of sickness and of dreams
and as the cloth rots, the hope or change associated with the rag is supposed to come to
fruition. Over time, the tree becomes clogged
with hundreds of decaying rags layered beneath
a surface of brighter new scraps thus turning it
into an artistic form akin to a mass participation public sculpture. In the rag build up, subtle
colors and complex forms take shape and the
aesthetic, botanical and spiritual characteristics of the tree magically interweave. The concept of the Rag Tree is embodied in Colman’s
process as he layers his marks with color then
wipes them back with his own painting cloths.
His aim seems toward other worldliness—perhaps fusing on canvas, the spiritual and phenomenological effect—as he leaves behind

ghostly remains of the original brushstrokes in
order to blend colors, create glazes and contort
perspective.
In There is an Island Where the Trees Fly Away
and Leave their Pigeons Baffled, Standing in
the Air (2008), the painting’s merits are a closeness of ambiguous forms of modest scale and
a witty accuracy about place and character.
A large yellow puddle of paint resting on an
orange plain dominates the center of the picture, and a dark somber foreground runs along
the composition’s base. To the left a tree-like
tangle of branches and twigs are found below a
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white cloud-like form floating in a purple sky. Is
the tree flying toward heaven or just across the
sky to replant in more fertile soil? What propels
the flight: The rags or the wishes they represent?
Is the tree bewitched or possessed?
Charles Baudelaire’s infamous collection of poems, Les Fleurs du Mal (The Flowers of Evil)
1857, shocked contemporary readers with its
account of decay and death, strange pleasures
and vices—but it also described a spiritual journey from a corrupt life to purified contemplative existence. One sonnet in particular, Correspondences, highlights how the interplay of the
senses fuses the creative imagination. The colorist and symbolic character of Colman’s paintings are also quite at home within the theme of
Baudelaire’s later sonnet La Vie Anterieure:
Les houles en roulant les images des cieux,
Melaint d’une facon solennelle et mystique
Les tout-puissants accords de leur riche musique
Aux couleurs du counchant reflete par mes yeux.
C’est la que j’ai vecu….3

As a painter and avid walker, Eamon Colman
“winds his way through a forest of symbols,
which look back at him with their familiar
glances”4 as they absorb the views of the exotic and familiar landscapes he finds in Ireland,
Africa and the United States. All at the pace of
the Baudelarian flaneur5 transported to the rural
world:

Comme de long echos qui de loin se confondent
Dans une tenebreuse et profound unite,
Vaste comme la nuit et comme la clarte,
Les parfums, les couleurs et les sons se repondent.6

Colman strives to illuminate things saturated
with all the reminiscences that have stained their
way into his pores during his sojourn into the
unconscious as well as the landscape he walked.
Space is peculiarly chopped up in Colman’s paintings; only a very few recognizable forms open up
as visual entry points. Viewed long enough a rock
or tree may appear. A dotted pattern may suggest
a snake, or grey elliptic paint denotes rain falling on a still pond. Lyrical turns of phrase about
solitude, song and flight combined with romantic topographic features such as river, island, bog
and lake occur frequently in his titles. The act of
walking and the occasional drive in the countryside are often implied or directly referenced. Still,
the overall effect is that of a mirage: An exquisite
landscape that only the mind of a thirsty and exhausted traveler can see.
This hallucinatory state is where the gaze of nature itself awakens a dream and pulls the artist
toward those illusions. Colman himself suggests
that we dream about scenes with which we have
a primal understanding. Irish art critic Aidan
Dunne recounts an anecdote told by Colman
about his painting, The Story of the Bushmen
Told in Rock and Stone (2004), which Colman
painted in both Africa and Ireland. While visiting
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the rock painting in South Africa, Colman found
it ironic that the tour guides were Europeans rather than Bushmen who should have been the ones
to recount the cultural understanding of their art.
That the work was being filtered through a European art historical lens that divorced the art from
the tour guide greatly vexed Colman. (Are these
Colman’s words or Dunne’s? If Dunne’s, then this
next sentence should be…Dunne wrote: “Every
day the artist would drive in and out of Kilkenny
and he would pass one particular tree. One night
he woke up at 3 a.m., went into the studio, and
instinctively made a series of marks onto the finished painting. If you look at the middle top of
this painting you’ll see what he added: the outline shape of the tree that he passed every day.”7
The tree, according to Dunne, had popped in as
an uninvited, though warmly welcomed guest in
Colman’s painting. Dunne elaborates on the implications of the inclusion by saying, “the landscape that he was living in was becoming a part
of his everyday vocabulary and the landscape of
South Africa was becoming a part of the landscape
of his imagination.” Colman’s story synthesizes
the outer and inner worlds of reality and imagination by commingling the landscapes of Ireland
and Africa with all their respective scents, colors
and forms. His paintings draw in the correspondences between landscapes and the internal experience of them.
The overlap among biological instinct, visual
imagination and sensual desire has not gone un-

noticed in art history. Paul Valery recounts
this involuntary memory sense as a core principle of art making: “We may inhale the smell
of a flower, whose fragrance is agreeable to us,
for as long as we like; it is impossible for us
to rid ourselves of the fragrance by which our
senses have been aroused, and no recollection
or thought, no mode of behavior can obliterate
its effects or release us from the hold it has
on us.”8 According to Valery, the painting we
wish to look at reflects back at us that which
our eyes will never have their fill. Valery continues with a bolder assertion: “He who has
set himself the task of creating art aims at the
same effect.”9 The gaze of nature thus awakens dreams and feeds them endlessly. What
the landscape contains that feeds the original
dream is the same substance on which the
dream continually feeds. As Colman put it,
“You don’t dream about something that you
don’t know. You dream about something that
you have an instinct for!”10
Although more Euro-centric, Colman is no
stranger to American vistas. While traveling
in the Colorado basin region, he met with a
quiet Native American with a lyrical name
that translated into English as: “Talking With
Rain.” When Colman returned to Ireland he
completed work for an exhibition playfully
titled, Listening to Talking With Rain. The
work made use of the religious conception
of the landscapes he encountered in the U.S;
a land he truly believed to be animated by a

living entity equal to or surpassing human sentience. Colman writes of the Native American:
“Through this great big bear of a man who was
more often than not silent, I learned how to feel
the American landscape by slowing down the immediacy of looking.”11 This contemplative state
of mind is embodied in Colman’s use of materials and form. Colman’s luminous color palette is
achieved by an elaborate and painstaking build up
of glazes and sanded-down gesso primer; a technique commonly found in the work of old masters
such as Peter Paul Rubens where Rubens’ work is
a contemplative calm made evident by the physical traces of brushwork and the inner glow of the
depicted figures.
The poems of T.S. Eliot are also a strong influence
on Colman’s work. Eliot’s continual reworking of
his early poems contained in the Inventions of the
March Hare serves as a literary counterpoint to
Colman’s methodology of repeatedly returning to
the canvas to work in a way that does not destroy
the “original shaky attempts but start again building up the ideas until I have a finished piece.”12
The painstaking process of sanding, glazing, rubbing, wiping and scraping the paint surface brings
a little bit of the traveler’s pilgrimage to the Rag
Tree. The reworking is designed to reveal the
point of sacred inspiration rather than destroy or
mask it. While viewing Colman’s latest paintings,
the lyrical words of that nomadic poet spirit born
in St Louis may serve as a trusted guide:

We shall not cease from exploration
And the end of all our exploring
Will be to arrive where we started
And know the place for the first time.13

Endnotes:
1. Rag Trees can be found in a variety of locations in Ireland today such
as on the road between Kilkenny and Kells on the R694 at a black spot
for traffic about four miles outside Kilkenny. For further information on
their locations and history visit http://www.dochara.com/tips/ragtree.
php. An interesting connection to the American landscape is found in
Tom McFadden’s poem The Rag Tree at: www.clemson.edu/caah/cedp/
ireland%20PDFs/McFadden.pdf. Coincidentally Celtic tree designs
feature heavily in the sumptuous manuscript Book of Kells. For further
research into Celtic mythology about tree’s see http://www.irelandsown.
net/thetree.html
2. Holy Well’s are often associated with Rag Trees in Ireland but they
are found in many locations worldwide—Lourdes in France serves as
the most famous example of a religious site built around healing waters.
Holywell is also a common street name and place name in the United
Kingdom and often refers to an old well that served as a medieval religious retreat.
3. Charles Baudelaire, La Vie Anterieure: (Past Life)
The breakers, rolling the images of the sky,
Mixed, in a mystical and solemn way,
The Powerful Chords of their rich music
With the colors of the sunset reflected in my eyes.
There did I live….
4. A rough translation of Charles Baudelaire’s opening lines of the
Correspondences. This sonnet more or less launched the Symbolist
poets as a movement.
5. The flaneur was a fashionable and urbane man about town in 19th
century Paris akin to a modern coffeehouse hipster. A recurring character
in impressionist art and symbolist poetry generally depicted walking
around Paris as slowly as possible. One story recounts an ostentatious
flaneur, strolling a tortoise around on a dog leash to better slow his own
pace. A literary figure often found enjoying the spectacle of the capital
city, carousing with the denizens of the slums and saloons—the flaneur
breaths in the rhythms or the teeming crowds.
6. Charles Baudelaire, Correspondences:
As long resounding echoes from afar
Are mingled in a deep, dark unity,
Vast as the night or as the orb of day,
Perfumes, colors, and sounds commingle.
7. Aidan Dunne, Song of the Earth
8. Paul Valery, Aesthetics
9. ibid
10. Aidan Dunne, Song of the Earth
11. Eamon Colman, E-mail correspondence
12. ibid
13. T.S.Eliot, Little Gidding

